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1st YEAR SUMMER PROJECT – Research 
 

 

Thank you for coming to the enrolment event. We hope you are looking forward to the                

course starting in September; we are looking forward to it! 

 

Research plays a big part in the games development industry, so with this in mind we have                 

come up with a summer task for you which is focused on September’s theme “WESTERN”,               

and will link to your first assignment. 

 

TASK 1 – Mind Map 
To help with your ideas generation for your first project, please create an extensive and               

detailed MIND MAP for the word “WESTERN”. Explore its meaning, and what links to it.               

Consider: objects, people and environments. Keywords to consider: Weapons, Deserts,          

Desert Plants, Town buildings (Salon, Jail, Bank), Railroad, Bandit Camps, Lawmen, Native            

Americans etc. 

 

TASK 2 - Research 
Your task is to research the theme “WESTERN” and collect images to use as reference               

material to help you create games assets and designs for September’s project. Please             

collect images of the following: 

 

REFERENCE IMAGES 

a. Examples of WESTERN Characters - Split the image into 4 mood boards with a              

different character type on each board e.g. Cowboys, Lawmen, Bandits, Native           

Americans etc. 

b. Examples of WESTERN Environments – Split the images into 4 mood boards with             
different environments on each board e.g. Deserts, Town buildings (Salon, Jail, Bank),            
Railroad, Bandit Camps, Gold Mines etc. 

c. Examples of WESTERN objects - Split the images into 4 mood boards with different              
types of objects on each board e.g. Weapons, Bottles, Hats, Dynamite, Skulls  etc. 

This research can include sources from concept art, film stills, video game stills etc. 
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STYLES & TECHNIQUES 
 

● Find examples of Pixel art styles. 

● Find examples of character sprites. 

● Find examples of game tilesets. 
 

● Research the following Programming terms, explain what they are and include an            
example - 

○ UML Diagrams. 

○ Pseudocode. 

○ Flow charts. 

○ Class and objects. 

○ Variables.  

○ Collision. 

○ Simple physics. 

○ Instantiation. 
 

This research can include characters and environments from any genre not just WESTERN.   

 

Using software of your choice, put the images together to create a series of A4               

mood boards for each topic  as demonstrated below: 
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Give each mood board a title and write a paragraph describing the mood board              

and explaining what you like about the images including: colour, design,           

atmosphere, style etc. 
 

You will also need to create a bibliography containing the links where you             

found all of the images. 

 

TASK 3 - WordPress 

During your time at Northbrook MET you will be required to produce            

coursework which will be produced and submitted using a Blogging app called            

WordPress.com 

 

Please go to Wordpress.com and register an account – Please remember your            

login details and password. You don’t need to make/set up a Blog until your              

first lesson as we want you to set it up in a particular way. 

 

 

PLEASE BRING ALL OF THESE TASKS ON A MEMORY STICK TO YOUR 

FIRST DAY BACK IN SEPTEMBER  

(Induction/First day back to be confirmed) 

 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER! 

 

 


